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Abstract
The ALICE Collaboration reports a search for jet quenching effects in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, in events selected
on high multiplicity compared to the minimum bias population. The measurement is based on the semi-inclusive acopla-
narity distribution of jets recoiling from a high-pT trigger hadron. Significant broadening of the recoil jet acoplanarity
distribution is observed in high multiplicity pp collisions, in both data and in simulations based on the PYTHIA model.
Analysis is ongoing to elucidate the origin of this effect.
1. Introduction
High-energy collisions of small systems, in which one or both projectiles is a proton or light nucleus,
exhibit evidence of collective flow [1, 2, 3], raising the question whether a Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) is
produced in such collisions [4, 5]. Jet quenching, the modification of a jet shower due to its interaction with
dense QCD matter, is a necessary consequence of the formation of a QGP. Observation of jet quenching
effects in small collision systems would provide compelling evidence of the formation of a QGP.
Jet quenching generates multiple related phenomena: yield suppression of high-pT hadrons and of jets
with finite radius R; modification of jet substructure; and jet centroid deflection (medium-induced acopla-
narity). Experimentally, observables based on these various phenomena have different sensitivities to jet
quenching effects, depending upon collision system and kinematics.
The search for jet quenching effects in small systems is carried out by comparing distributions from
collisions with small and large event activity (EA), measured by forward multiplicity or ET. Inclusive
hadron and jet production measurements as a function of EA in p–A collisions yield no significant evidence
of yield suppression due to quenching (e.g. [6]). However, such inclusive yield measurements have limited
precision due to systematic uncertainties in calculating Glauber scaling factors in small systems [7], and
coincidence observables are required for more precise quenching measurements in small systems. The first
such search set a limit of 400 MeV (90% CL) for medium-induced out-of-cone energy transport in high
vs low EA p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [8]. Further progress requires yet better precision for
measurements such as these, together with measurements based on new observables and additional small
collision systems.
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In these proceedings, we present the first search for jet quenching in pp collisions. Since Glauber
scaling between pp event populations with different EA is not defined, jet quenching measurements based on
inclusive yield suppression are not possible. In this analysis we focus on medium-induced acoplanarity [9,
10], which is measured via the semi-inclusive distribution of jets recoiling from a high-pT charged hadron
[11, 12]. There is significant acoplanarity even in the absence of in-medium broadening [13], and medium-
induced acoplanarity is identified by additional broadening relative to this vacuum effect. The search for jet
quenching using acoplanarity is carried out by comparing populations with different EA, high multiplicity
(HM) vs. minimum bias (MB).
2. Analysis
Jets are reconstructed from charged tracks in the ALICE acceptance, using the anti-kT algorithm with
R = 0.4. We utilize the observable ∆recoil [11], which is the difference of two semi-inclusive distributions
with two widely different ranges of trigger hadron kinematics pT,trig (TT),
∆recoil
(
pch,recoT,jet ,∆ϕ
)
=
1
Ntrig
d2Njets
dpch,recoT,jet d∆ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
pT,trig ∈TTSig
− cRef · 1Ntrig
d2Njets
dpch,recoT,jet d∆ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
pT,trig ∈TTRef
, (1)
where ∆ϕ is the azimuthal angle between trigger hadron and recoil jet. The trigger hadron selections
are TTSig: 20 < pT,trig < 30 GeV/c (denoted TT{20,30}); and TTRef : 6 < pT,trig < 7 GeV/c (denoted
TT{6,7}). The standard area-based approach is applied to adjust pchT,jet for the median underlying-event
density (pch,recoT,jet ) [14]. The constant cRef is extracted from data [11], with value ∼ 0.95 − 1.0. The ∆recoil ob-
servable provides fully data-driven suppression of background jet yield that is uncorrelated with the hadron
trigger. This is of particular importance for acoplanarity measurements, in order to suppress the effects of
high-Q2 Multiple Parton Interactions (MPIs) (see [11] for discussion).
The data were recorded by ALICE during LHC Run 2 with pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. Two on-
line triggers were applied: an MB trigger collected 3.2B events (equivalent to 0.098 pb−1), and a high-
multiplicity trigger (HM–Online), based on the forward scintillators V0A (2.8 < η < 5.1) and V0C (−3.7 <
η < −1.7), sampled 13 pb−1. Events are classified according to their summed V0 signal, V0M = V0A+V0C.
In order to combine runs with different V0 gain and to facilitate comparison to theoretical calculations, we
utilize the scaled multiplicity V0M/ 〈V0M〉, where the denominator is the mean of V0M for the MB popu-
lation.
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Fig. 1. Scaled multiplicity distribution recorded by the MB trigger. Vertical dashed lines indicate the High Multiplicity (HM) offline
selection.
Figure 1 shows the uncorrected V0M/ 〈V0M〉 distribution measured by the MB trigger (HM–Online
distribution not shown). In this analysis we compare the MB population to an offline-selected HM pop-
ulation defined by 5 < (V0M/ 〈V0M〉) < 9, indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The HM selection
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corresponds to 0.1% of the MB cross section. The figure also shows the V0M/ 〈V0M〉 distribution calcu-
lated by PYTHIA Monash at the particle level, showing qualitative agreement with data (albeit at the particle
level) for (V0M/ 〈V0M〉) < 3, but lower yield than data at higher V0M/ 〈V0M〉.
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Fig. 2. Semi-inclusive distributions of recoil jets in HM-selected events for TT{6,7}, TT{20,30}, and the distribution of ∆recoil (Eq. 1).
Left: vs. pch,recoT,jet for ∆ϕ > pi − 0.6; right: vs. ∆ϕ for 20 < pch,recoT,jet < 30 GeV/c.
Figure 2 shows the distributions of ∆recoil and its two components as a function of pch,recoT,jet and ∆ϕ. There
is significant correlated yield at large recoil angles relative to ∆ϕ = pi, following the subtraction in Eq. 1.
3. Results
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Fig. 3. Uncorrected acoplanarity distributions for intervals in pch,recoT,jet , for MB and HM selections in EA. Left: ALICE data; right:
PYTHIA Monash particle-level simulation.
Figure 3, left panels, show ∆ϕ distributions in intervals of pch,recoT,jet for both MB and HM-selected ALICE
data, not corrected for instrumental and background smearing effects. They exhibit a striking effect: for
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pch,recoT,jet < 40 GeV/c, the HM acoplanarity distributions are significantly suppressed at ∆ϕ ∼ pi and broadened
away from the peak. This is qualitatively what is expected from jet quenching in high-EA collisions.
Before concluding that jet quenching has been observed in HM pp collisions, all other potential sources
must be excluded. Azimuthal broadening due to uncorrelated background was measured by embedding
PYTHIA Monash events (detector-level) in HM-selected real events and repeating the analysis; negligible
broadening is observed, so that the effect is not due to high track density. Likewise, the effect is observed
qualitatively when comparing only the Signal distributions in Eq. 1, so that the effect is not due to the
subtraction in ∆recoil. The broadening is a significant physical effect.
Figure 3, right panels, show similar distributions calculated using PYTHIA Monash at the particle level,
in this case with HM corresponding to 4 < (V0M/ 〈V0M〉) < 9; qualitative comparison only may be made
to data. Nevertheless, the PYTHIA-generated distributions are qualitatively similar to those of the data, with
broadened acoplanarity for HM-selected events.
Finally, we have explored the evolution of the properties of EA-selected pp collisions by measuring
the distribution of forward-backward multiplicity asymmetry as a function of V0M/ 〈V0M〉 (figures not
shown). A narrowing of the asymmetry distribution is observed as EA increases; scaling of its width with
EA is consistent with counting statistics being the mechanism driving the change in width, with clustering
(e.g. due to enhanced multi-jet production at high EA) playing a lesser or negligible role.
4. Outlook
A significant broadening of the recoil jet acoplanarity distribution in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV
has been observed in High EA-selected events compared to the MB population, for pch,recoT,jet < 40 GeV/c.
While this effect is characteristic of jet quenching, qualitatively similar features are observed in PYTHIA
simulations. Additionally, fluctuation properties of the multiplicity distribution do not change significantly
as a function of EA, suggesting similar production mechanisms at low and high-EA. Determination of the
origin of the broadening for high-EA requires new calculations based on PYTHIA and other Monte Carlo
generators, in which candidate mechanisms are selectively modified, with additional constraints imposed by
measurements of forward/backward multiplicity fluctuations. Such calculations will help elucidate the role
of jet quenching in the observed acoplanarity broadening.
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